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SUMMARY 

 Personality traits have been shown to longitudinally predict the onset of anxiety disorders 

(Clark, Watson, & Mineka, 1994; Hayward, Killen, Kraemer, & Taylor, 2000). One process that 

may be at the core of the personality-anxiety relation is a deficit in habituation, or the decrease in 

response to repeated aversive stimuli over time (Harris, 1943). Past research suggests that 

individuals with anxiety disorders show reduced physiological habituation to aversive stimuli, 

including galvanic skin response (Lader & Wing, 1964; Rothbaum, Kozak, Foa, & Whitaker, 

2001) and acoustic startle response (Ludewig et al., 2005). Less is known about the relationship 

between personality and habituation. However, if individuals with anxiety disorders show 

patterns of disrupted physiological habituation, and certain personality traits (i.e. AS and/or N) 

are known to correlate highly with (and often predict) anxiety disorders, it is possible that 

personality would predict differences in habituation. The present study examined whether AS 

and/or N was associated with habituation during a 9-blink, 2.5 minute baseline startle period in 

three separate samples of undergraduates (total N=284).  Additionally, because of the widely 

varying methodological definitions of physiological habituation used in past studies (LaRowe, 

Patrick, Curtin, & Kline, 2006; Rothbaum et al., 2001), three definitions of startle habituation 

were examined in hopes of eliciting the most appropriate measure of the construct. Results 

indicated that higher levels of AS but not N evidenced reduced startle habituation, but the 

strength of this relationship was dependent on the definition of habituation used.  The most 

robust definition of habituation involved an examination of the individual slopes across each of 

the nine blinks, which revealed significant linear and quadratic effects.  Clinical implications are 

discussed relating the present findings to an understanding of the pathogenesis of anxiety 

disorders in high-risk populations.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Anxiety disorders constitute some of the most prevalent mental health conditions in the 

U.S. and are associated with numerous adverse outcomes. Twelve-month prevalence rates of 

anxiety disorders in individuals ages 18-54 in the U.S. are estimated at 18.1%, which is larger 

than any other class of mental disorders (Kessler, Chiu, Demler, & Walters, 2005).  Additionally, 

the treatment of anxiety disorders costs approximately 42 billion dollars every year, when taking 

into consideration the cost of medications, psychotherapy sessions, and effects on school and 

work functioning and productivity (Greenberg et al., 1999). Consequently, research focusing on 

the risk factors of anxiety disorders is imperative in order to help identify individuals at risk for 

these debilitating conditions, and possibly develop preventative interventions. 

1.1. Personality Traits and Anxiety Disorders 

1.1.1 Anxiety Sensitivity 

 Personality traits are particularly good candidates to examine as risk factors as they are 

thought to be stable over time, (Costa & McRae, 1986; Caspi, Bem, & Elder, 1989) and 

longitudinally predict the onset of anxiety disorders (Clark et al., 1994). One personality trait that 

has received a lot of attention in the anxiety disorder literature is Anxiety Sensitivity (AS). AS is 

an individual’s fear of anxiety-related sensations (Stewart, Taylor, & Baker, 1997) involving 

physical sensations (i.e. rapid heart rate), cognitive sensations (i.e. racing thoughts), as well as 

fears about social consequences of appearing anxious.  AS has been shown to be a valid and 

stable construct when examined cross-culturally (Zvolensky, McNeil, Porter, & Stewart, 2001; 

Zvolensky, Kotov, Antipova, & Schmidt, 2005) and has longitudinally predicted the onset of 

anxiety disorders, even when adjusting for trait anxiety (Hayward, Killen, Kraemer, & Taylor, 

2000). Although AS may be associated with onset of several anxiety disorders, evidence 

suggests that it may be a particular risk factor for the development of panic disorder (Schmidt, 
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Zvolensky, & Maner, 2006).  For instance, in two studies, AS has been shown to longitudinally 

predict the onset of spontaneous panic attacks in non-clinical samples, even controlling for trait 

anxiety (Schmidt, Lerew, & Jackson, 1997; 1999; Schmidt, Zvolensky, & Maner, 2006). 

Furthermore, when comparing ASI scores across a multitude of anxiety disorders, Taylor and 

colleagues (1992) found that AS levels were highest in those with panic disorder, even when 

controlling for trait anxiety. AS may be particularly associated with panic because of its 

emphasis on the fear of anxiety-related sensations.  For example, those who catastrophize 

physiological arousal such as increased heart rate or sweating have been shown to experience 

heightened perceived levels of anxiety, which therefore increases the likelihood of them 

experiencing future panic attacks (Schmidt et al., 2006). More simply stated, anxiety about 

anxiety increases one’s anxiety (and ultimately increases the possibility of panic attacks).   

1.1.2 Neuroticism 

Another personality trait, Neuroticism (N), sometimes referred to as Negative Affectivity 

(NA)  (Clark et al., 1994) or Negative Emotionality (NE), has also been hypothesized as a 

vulnerability factor for a multitude of anxiety disorders, including post-traumatic stress disorder 

(PTSD) (Breslau, Davis, Andreski, & Peterson, 1991), obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) 

(Hirshfield & Klerman, 1979), generalized anxiety disorders (GAD), panic disorder (PD), and 

social and specific phobias (Clark et. al., 1994).  For example, in a longitudinal study by Krueger 

and colleagues (1999), high negative emotionality at age 18 increased the odds of being 

diagnosed with an anxiety disorder at age 21. Similar findings have been reported by others 

(Clark, Watson, & Reynolds, 1995; Clark, 2005) suggesting that neuroticism may be a broad 

underlying risk factor across disorders.  

Given the association between these traits and the onset of anxiety disorders, it is 

plausible that AS and N would relate to patterns of aversive responding in laboratory and/or real 
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world settings. Norris and colleagues found that people with elevated levels of neuroticism had 

greater and prolonged skin conductance reactivity when shown aversive pictures than people 

who were emotionally stable (Norris, Larsen, & Cacioppo, 2007). Similar results have been 

found for AS.  For example, when exposed to a voluntary hyperventilation task, Holloway & 

McNally (1987) found that college students who scored high on the Anxiety Sensitivity Index 

(ASI; Reiss, Peterson, Gursky, & McNally, 1986) reported stronger hyperventilation-type 

sensations than those who scored low on ASI.  Higher levels of AS have also been shown to 

predict greater subjective pain during the cold pressor pain task (Keogh & Mansoor, 2001). 

Additionally, some studies have suggested that individuals who are high in AS experience 

attentional biases toward threatening stimuli (Lees, Mogg, & Bradley, 2003; Keogh, Dillon, 

Georgiou, & Hunt, 2001).  These findings indicate that both AS and N predict responsivity to 

threatening and aversive stimuli. 

1.2 Single vs. Multiple Events 

The majority of past and current research looking at personality and aversive responding 

has focused on single aversive events, rather than on a pattern of responding over time.  In order 

to understand the etiology/risk factors of anxiety disorders, it is equally important to examine the 

way individuals respond to multiple aversive events over time, as this may help determine 

factors that are influential in the maintenance or modification of anxiety-related behaviors. One 

example of such a study examined the moderating effect of neuroticism on a person’s affective 

response to daily stressors over the course of eight days (Suls, Green, & Hillis, 1998). This study 

found that highly neurotic individuals reported more problematic events and were more 

distressed by daily occurrences than those who had low rates of neuroticism. These results 

suggest that personality may be an important determinant of both immediate reactivity and 
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responding over time. Studies such as these that examine emotional responsivity over time are 

often termed “affective chronometry” studies (Davidson, 1998). 

1.3 Habituation 

 One way that past researchers have measured repeated events over time is the 

examination of habituation.  Habituation is defined as the decrease in response to a repeated 

stimulus over time (Harris, 1943) and its description and physiological underpinnings have been 

examined for decades (Groves & Thompson, 1970; Thompson & Spencer, 1966).   One classic 

description of habituation purported by Groves and Thompson (1970) argues that habituation is a 

dual-process theory, comprised of not only the gradual decrease in reactivity to a repeated 

stimulus over time, but also as a function of sensitization. Sensitization is defined as a temporary 

enhancement in responding to an aversive stimulus after previous presentations of the stimulus 

(Groves & Thompson, 1970). This phenomenon is believed to be time-limited, and occurs when 

the successive stimulus is of equal intensity to the first (Groves & Thompson, 1970). Thus, 

although classic definitions of habituation describe it as a decrease in responding to a repeated 

stimulus over time, there may be more complex processes underlying and influencing this 

definition. 

1.3.1 Habituation in Anxiety Disorders 

In addition to understanding the effects of anxiety on emotional responsivity over time 

(i.e. affective chronometry; Davidson, 1998), it is also important to understand the effects of 

anxiety on physiological responsivity.  Studies comparing anxious and non-anxious individuals 

on physiological habituation consistently demonstrate that anxious individuals have difficulty 

habituating to aversive stimuli.  An early study conducted by Lader and Wing (1964) indicated 

that individuals with “anxiety states” had reduced habituation of the psycho-galvanic reflex when 

compared to normal subjects.  A more recent study investigating habituation of electrodermal 
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responses found deficits in habituation in rape victims with PTSD compared with non-PTSD 

rape victims (Rothbaum et al., 2001).  Additionally, patients with panic disorder have been 

shown to have deficits in skin conductance habituation when presented with aversive auditory 

tones (Roth, Ehlers, Taylor, Margraf, & Agras, 1990). 

1.3.2 Habituation and Personality 

Consequently, if individuals with anxiety disorders evidence patterns of disrupted 

physiological habituation, and certain personality traits (such as AS or Neuroticism) are known 

to correlate highly with (and often predict) anxiety disorders, it is possible that personality would 

predict differences in habituation. This hypothesis is also consistent with Hans Eysenck’s classic 

theory of personality (Eysenck, 1967).  According to Eysenck (1967), personality traits are 

primarily classified according to two orthogonal factors: Extroversion/Introversion, and 

Neuroticism.  Eysenck proposed that two partially independent physiological processes are 

linked to each of these two factors, namely, that differences in Extroversion reflect differences in 

reticular arousal, which relates to the processing of external stimuli, whereas Neuroticism is 

linked to differences in the threshold for limbic activation, which are related to emotional 

processing.  In his theory, Eysenck proposed that high levels of Neuroticism, present in those 

with “anxiety states” (as referenced above), but not Extroversion, would be associated with 

disrupted habituation. Eysenck also reviews various studies linking personality with certain 

physiological variables, including those showing reduced galvanic skin response (GSR) activity 

in psychopathic individuals when compared to controls (Eysenck, 1956).  Additionally, Coles, 

Gale and Kline (1971) conducted a direct test of Eysenck’s hypotheses, examining the 

electrodermal activity of individuals varying on levels of Extroversion and Neuroticism.  Using 

habituation of electrodermal activity as a dependent measure, Coles et al. (1971) found that High 

Neurotics habituated at a slower rate than Low Neurotics.  
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Recent research has also examined the relationship between personality and the 

habituation of physiological responses. A recent study in infants found a negative correlation 

between behavioral inhibition (a related construct to Neuroticism) and habituation of 

cardiovascular responses (Moehler et al., 2006) to aversive auditory stimuli.  Similarly, in a 

study examining physiological responses during a public speaking task, those who had lower 

levels of social anxiety had gradually decreased physiological responses (skin conductance and 

heart rate) and self-reported nervousness over time (i.e. habituation) during an the task, whereas 

high socially anxious individuals did not (Eckman & Schean, 1997).  Lastly, individuals high in 

Neuroticism have also demonstrated greater and prolonged skin conductance reactivity (i.e. 

reduced habituation) to emotionally-valenced pictures than those low in Neuroticism, especially 

when the images were aversive (Norris et al., 2007). Together, these studies indicate that 

personality measures are highly related to physiological manifestations of anxiety over time. 

1.3.3 Startle Habituation 

One widely used method to measure emotional responding to aversive events over time is 

the startle response.  This response seems to function as a cross-species protective mechanism 

from threat/danger, preparing them for possible injury (Koch, 1999).  Research has shown that, 

when a person is startled by a sudden, aversive event, one of the first physical movements that 

occur in the startle response is the eyeblink response (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1990). In 

studies of humans, startle eyeblink response is typically using electromyographic (EMG) 

electrodes placed directly on orbicularis oculi muscle (the muscle which closes the eyelid).  To 

elicit a startle eyeblink response, participants are presented with an aversive, unexpected 

stimulus, and the associated EMG eyeblink response been shown to be a sensitive, non-invasive, 

and stable indicator of the startle response (Blumenthal, Cuthbert, Filion, Hackley, Lipp, & Van 

Boxtel, 2005).    
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While some studies have examined habituation in various psychopathologies using other 

physiological measures (e.g., skin conductance), far fewer studies have examined habituation of 

the startle response.  Additionally, prior investigations that have examined startle habituation 

have yielded inconsistent results. For instance, some studies have found deficits in acoustic 

startle response habituation in patients with schizophrenia when compared to control subjects 

(Geyer & Braff, 1982; Ludewig et al., 2003), whereas other studies did not show these results 

(Braff et al., 2001; Cadenhead, Swerdlow, Shafer, Diaz, & Braff, 2000).  Further, Ludewig and 

colleagues (2005) found deficits in the habituation of startle responses in panic disorder patients 

when compared to controls (Ludewig et al., 2005) while Orr and colleagues (1997) did not find 

any significant differences in the habituation of PTSD patients versus controls, although PTSD 

patients did show nonsignificantly lower rates of habituation. However, even with these 

inconsistent results, compared to measures such as skin conductance, startle may be a better 

measure to use to examine habituation of aversive responding as the former increases to both 

positive and negative emotional states while the latter only increases to negative states (Lang et 

al., 1990; Lang, 1995; Winton, Putnam, & Krauss, 1984).  

1.3.4 Operationalizing Habituation 

Contradictory findings on the relation between habituation and psychopathology or 

personality may not be a question of whether those relationships exist, but rather a result of 

widely varying operationalizations of habituation.  One method is to use the difference (or 

change) in responding from the first and last aversive stimulus (Ellwanger, Geyer, & Braff, 

2003). A second method is to define habituation as a proportion change from the first blink, 

which has been used by previous researchers to measure change over time (see Nelson, 

Shankman, Olino, & Klein, 2011). The advantage of the proportion over the raw habituation 
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index is that it accounts for any individual differences in initial startle response.  A third method 

has been to examine the ‘slope’ or trajectory of the response (LaRowe et al., 2006). 

When investigating habituation, there are other factors to consider besides differences in 

overall levels of habituation, such as when people habituate, the non-linear pattern in habituation, 

and whether certain groups exhibit sensitization.  Figure 1 represents a hypothetical pattern of 

startle response over time in three groups. All three groups have the same amount and proportion 

of habituation (i.e. the overall difference in blink amplitude between the first and last responses 

compared to the first response). However, Group C habituates at a much faster rate than Group A 

or B, and Group B shows a distinct pattern of sensitization between the first and second stimulus.  

Thus, it may be useful to use multiple measures of habituation in order to detect these important 

differences. 

1.4. Aims and Hypotheses 

As such, the present study will examine whether the personality construct of AS 

moderates the habituation of a repeated acoustic startle response in three, independent, non-

clinical samples. We will also examine the role of N, to determine whether any differences we 

find in startle habituation are due to this broad, general factor, or if they are specific to AS.  

Further, given the limitations of previous definitions of habituation, the current study will utilize 

multiple indices of startle habituation: 1) raw habituation, defined as the raw difference in 

eyeblink startle amplitude from the initial startle probe to the last; 2) percent change from first 

blink (PC), defined as the amount of raw habituation compared to the initial blink amplitude; and 

3) the slope of habituation over time, incorporating each individual blink.  The inclusion of 

multiple conceptualizations of habituation will allow us to explore important differences between 

these methodologies and provide evidence as to which method may be the most robust definition 

of the construct. Moreover, if personality traits that are associated with anxiety disorders predict 
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deficits in habituation, it is possible that deficits in habituation may underlie the well-replicated 

findings between personality and disorder onset.  

The study has the following primary hypotheses.  First, we predict that higher levels of  

AS will be associated with slower rates of habituation.  We will also examine the role of 

Neuroticism, and whether or not any differences in startle habituation are specific to anxiety (i.e. 

AS) or a broader construct of Negative Affectivity.  Additionally, this question will be examined 

using three independent samples.  This will not only add to research in this area by essentially 

contributing results from three separate studies, but will also increase the robustness of our 

findings because each of the samples have slightly different methodologies in terms of either 

recruitment or EMG recording parameters.  Lastly, we will also examine the relationship 

between our personality measures and blink latency, in light of a small subset of research 

latencies in individuals with anxiety disorders yielding mixed results (Britt & Blumenthal, 1993; 

Blumenthal, Chapman, & Muse, 1995). 

2. METHODS 

2.1 Participants 

 Participants were selected as part of three separate projects investigating acoustic startle 

response to emotionally-valenced stimuli. All three samples were recruited at three separate 

times from Introductory to Psychology Subject Pools between 2007-2010. All participants gave 

informed consent, and were given course credit for their participation. 

 In order to be included in the analyses, each subject needed to have at least six of the nine 

possible baseline blinks present, with neither blink 1 nor blink 9 classified as missing, as well as 

blink 1 not scored as a non-response.  A blink scored as missing indicated that significant EMG 

activity was present immediately prior to the acoustic startle probe, which would result in signal 

interference and measurement not truly due to the probe.  A blink scored as a non-response 
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indicated that there was not enough EMG activity to detect a blink in the 75 seconds following 

the acoustic startle probe in order to be considered a blink.   These definitions are in accordance 

with Blumenthal’s guidelines (Blumenthal et al., 2005).  Consequently, if a participant’s first 

blink was unusable for any reason (i.e. missing or no response), we were unable to calculate a 

habituation score due to its definition being reliant on a raw difference or proportion compared to 

the first blink.  However, we did allow the last blink to be classified as a non-response (but not a 

missing), as we felt this was consistent with the definition of habituation.  Because there were 

only 9 total blinks possible during this baseline period, we decided that an usable subject needed 

to have at least 2/3, or 6 of the 9 total blinks, in order to reflect an accurate representation of that 

person’s pattern of responding. 

The three samples contained 108, 69, and 167 participants, respectively. In Sample 1, 7 

were excluded because of mechanical error, 1 was excluded due to fewer than 6 of 9 usable 

blinks, 5 were excluded because of an unusable first blink, and 6 were excluded because of a 

missing 9th blink, resulting in a total of 89 usable subjects.  In Sample 2, 3 were excluded 

because of mechanical error, 5 were excluded due to fewer than 6 of 9 usable blinks, 5 were 

excluded because of an unusable first blink, and 3 were excluded because of a missing 9th blink, 

resulting in a total of 53 usable subjects. Lastly, in Sample 3, 2 were excluded because of 

mechanical error, 9 were excluded due to fewer than 6 of 9 usable blinks, 3 were excluded 

because of an unusable first blink, and 10 were excluded because of a missing 9th blink, resulting 

in a total of 143 usable subjects.  In all three samples, those included vs. excluded from analysis 

did not differ on age, gender, ethnicity, ASI, or NE (all p’s < .10). 

2.2 Questionnaires 
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 Participants completed two self-report questionnaires, the Anxiety Sensitivity Index 

(ASI; Reiss et al. 1986; Taylor et al. 2007) and the General Temperament Survey (GTS) (Clark 

& Watson, 1990), at the end of the experimental session.   

2.2.1 The Anxiety Sensitivity Index (ASI) 

The ASI assesses an individual’s degree of fear of anxiety-related sensations, stemming 

from catastrophic beliefs about those sensations (i.e. fear of death, heart attack, psychosis). Items 

are rated on a five-item scale, ranging from “Very Little” to “Very Much.”  Since the original 

publication of the 16-item ASI (Reiss et al., 1986), there have been two revisions/updates of the 

ASI  - the 36 item ASI-R (Taylor & Cox, 1998), and the 18-item ASI-3 (which consists of a 

subset of ASI-R items; Taylor et al., 2007). In order to be able to examine all three versions of 

ASI, participants in all three samples completed a total of 42 questions, which included the 36 

ASI-R items, plus the 6 items from the original ASI, which were cut in subsequent revisions. 

Because the ASI-3 has been shown to have the best psychometric properties, we chose to use this 

as our primary predictor for subsequent analyses.1 

2.2.2 The General Temperament Survey (GTS) 

The GTS (Clark & Watson, 1990) is a 90-item collection of true-or-false statements 

developed to assess general aspects of temperament and personality, such as Negative 

Emotionality (NE) and Positive Emotionality (PE).  PE items include statements such as “I am 

able to approach tasks in such a way that they become interesting or fun,” with a true answer 

indicating more PE.  NE items include statements such as “My anger frequently gets the better of 

me,” with a true answer indicating more NE. NE has been shown to correlate highly with 

Neuroticism. 

 Cronbach’s Alpha revealed that both the ASI (all a’s > .94) and GTS_NE (all a’s > .77) 

were reliable measures in all three samples. 
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2.3 Stimuli and Physiological Responses 

 For all three studies, startle tones were presented by Contact Precision Instruments 

(London, UK) and physiological data was recorded using a PC-based acquisition system 

(Neuroscan 4.3). Startle response was operationalized as the eyeblink response to nine 40 ms, 

103db bursts of white noise presented binaurally through headphones for Study 1 and Study 3. 

Study 2 used 95db bursts of white noise. Thus, the aversive stimuli for Study 2 were slightly less 

intense than those used in Study 1 and 3 (although still within the range of recommended decibel 

level by Blumenthal et al., 2005). The startle eyeblink in all three samples was recorded using 

two electrodes placed over the orbicularis oculi muscle underneath the right eye and collected 

with a bandpass filter of 10-200 Hz at a sampling-rate of 1000 Hz.   

2.4 Procedure 

 Following electrode placement, all participants were seated in a sound-attenuated booth 

approximately one meter from a computer screen.  During a 2.5-minute baseline period, 

participants were told to relax and focus on a fixation cross present on the monitor in front of 

them while nine acoustic startle probes were played through headphones.  Interstimulus intervals 

(ISIs) between startle probes ranged between 15 and 20 seconds (mean = 17.22 seconds). 

2.5 Data Analysis 

 Startle EMG was rectified and then smoothed using an FIR filter (low pass cutoff of 40 

Hz). We added a hipass filter of 28 Hz following initial data collection in order to smooth the 

data, based on recommendations by Van Boxtel, Boelhouwer, and Bos (1998).  Peak blink 

response was measured during the 20 to 100-ms window following presentation of the startle 

probe onset relative to baseline. Each blink was scored as per established guidelines (Blumenthal 

et al. 2005).  Blinks were scored as non-responses if there was no distinguishable blink activity 

when compared to baseline during the initial window following the startle probe.  Missing blinks 
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were classified as those following a period of clear EMG activity immediately prior to or during 

the startle probe, indicating that the participant blinked prior to hearing the auditory stimulus. 

Each individual blink was square root transformed to adjust for skewness and kurtosis, and as 

such, dependent variables were computed based upon our square root transformed blinks.  For all 

analyses, gender was coded as 0 (males) and 1 (females), and continuous predictors (e.g., AS) 

were mean centered. 

2.5.1 Definitions of Habituation 

 We examined startle habituation using three definitions.  The first, termed raw 

habituation, was the raw difference score of initial blink minus the last (i.e., ninth) blink.  Our 

second definition, defining habituation as the percentage change from the first blink (PC), was 

equal to the difference from the first blink to the 9th blink, divided by the first blink. This 

represented the proportion of the first blink that changed over the course of the habituation 

phase.  

Our third definition of habituation, looking at individual slopes, used Random 

Coefficients Modeling (Hedeker & Gibbons, 2006) using SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc., 2008). 

This type of analytic strategy tests not only for the presence of sample-wide effects (i.e. fixed 

effects), but also subject-level effects (i.e. random effects). This also allows for a more complete 

examination of the relationship between personality and startle response than our previously 

described regression analyses, primarily due the ability to: 1) incorporate data from the entire 

series of blinks (as opposed to just the first and last blink); and 2) account for the influence an 

individual subject may have on their own future repeated observations (Hedeker & Gibbons, 

2006). These models also allow for the presence of missing data. Thus, we could have included a 

larger number of participants for these analyses compared to the raw and proportion change 

analyses (i.e., include people who had fewer than 6 of 9 blinks). However, we kept the N the 
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same for the definitions of habituation in order to be able to best compare the results.  Random 

coefficients models also allowed us to test for the presence of linear or quadratic effects. 

Blink number represented our variable of time and was coded from 0-8.  Additionally, all 

random coefficients analyses were initially completed using both startle amplitude (i.e. missing 

blinks and non-responses are kept as missing values) and startle magnitude (i.e. blinks scored as 

non-responses kept as a value of 0).  We did not find any differences when comparing results 

based on amplitude or magnitude, and thus we will only present results from the analyses 

involving amplitude. 

Using a multiple regression model, levels of AS and NE were regressed onto our 

dependent variable of interest (i.e., startle habituation) to test our primary hypothesis.  We also 

examined the roles of gender and age, in light of literature suggesting that certain personality 

measures vary as a function of gender and/or age (Stewart et al., 1997), as well as the well-

documented relationship between age and the startle eyeblink response (Ford, Roth, Isaacks, 

White, Hood, & Pfefferbaum, 1995; Ludewig et al. 2003).  Because of the differential 

breakdown in gender between the three samples, we did include this as a covariate in all 

analyses.  However, age did not differ between the samples and did not affect our analyses, and 

was therefore omitted from our models. 

For the random coefficients models, we first searched for the most appropriate model 

based on the variance and covariance structure of each independent sample (as described in 

Hedeker & Gibbons, 2006) using tests of -2 log likelihood differences to determine model fitness 

with each respective sample.  Once a model that best suited the variance/covariance structure of 

each dataset was identified, we used that model in all subsequent analyses to test our hypotheses.   

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Sample Characteristics 
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 Chi square and ANOVA analyses indicated that the three samples did not differ on age, 

gender, ethnicity, GTS-NE, or ASI (all p values > .234).  Bivariate correlations also revealed that 

ASI was uncorrelated with mean blink in Samples 1 and 3 (both p’s > .261) and was correlated at 

a trend level in Sample 2  (p = .09).  See Table 1 for each sample’s demographic and personality 

characteristics. Figure 2 represents the mean startle response for each of the nine blinks in the 

three samples. Generally, participants in all three samples appear to habituate across the course 

of the nine blinks.  

3.2 Relationship Between ASI and Startle Habituation 

 First, we examined the relationship between AS and raw habituation in each of the three 

samples using multiple linear regression analyses.  In Sample 1, AS was found to be associated 

with raw startle habituation (ß = -.234 t = -2.218, p = .029), such that individuals with higher 

levels of AS had lower rates of habituation.  Similarly, in Sample 2, higher scores on the AS 

were also associated with lower rates of raw habituation (ß = -.328, t = 2.467, p = .017).  In 

Sample 3, we did not find a significant relationship between AS and raw habituation, (ß = -.080, 

t = -.931, p = .354).   

Next, we examined whether AS was associated with PC habituation in each of our three 

samples.  In Sample 1, AS was associated with PC habituation (Sample 1: ß = -.248, t  = -2.358, 

p = .021).  However, in Samples 2 and 3, the relationship between AS and PC habituation was 

not significant (Sample 2: ß = -.203, t =-1.463, p = .150; Sample 3: ß = -.074, t =-.861, p = 

.391).   

3.2.1 Gender X ASI Interaction in Sample 3 

 Although we did not find the expected relationship between AS and either habituation 

measure in Sample 3, post-hoc analyses revealed a significant Gender by AS interaction with 

raw habituation (ß = -.399, t = -2.534, p = .012) and a trend-level interaction with PC habituation 
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(ß = -.293, t  = -1.463, p = .067).  To follow-up this significant interaction, we examined the 

relationship between AS and habituation in males versus females, using guidelines to examine 

interactions between continuous and categorical variables (Aiken & West, 1991; Holmbeck, 

2002). Results revealed that, among females in Sample 3, AS was not significantly associated 

with raw habituation  (ß = .262, t = 1.643, p = .103). However, among males in Sample 3, those 

with higher levels of AS evidenced significantly lower levels of startle habituation (ß = -.215, t = 

-2.149, p = .033).  Similarly, when following up the trend-level AS by PC habituation interaction 

using an identical analysis as outlined above, results revealed a stronger negative relationship 

between AS and PC habituation in males (ß = -.171, t = -1.698, p = .092) than in females (ß = 

.179, t = 1.113, p = .268).  Thus, males who reported higher AS displayed less startle habituation 

in Sample 3 according to our first two definitions. 

3.3 Slope Analyses using Random Coefficients Modeling 

 In all three samples, random coefficients analyses revealed significant linear and 

quadratic effects for time (b = -.606, t = -6.70, p < .0001 for linear effect; b = .029, t = 2.68, p = 

.009 for quadratic effect). Thus, on average, subjects had decreasing blink amplitudes over time, 

but the rate of this decrease also decelerated with time.  In addition, there was a significant AS 

by time interaction in all three samples, indicating that subjects’ blink amplitudes decreased over 

time as a function of their AS score.  However, in Sample 3, this effect was qualified by a three-

way AS by gender by time interaction.  We did not find any significant AS by quadratic time 

effect, indicating that the quadratic effect did not differ as a function of AS.   

To follow up each significant AS by time interaction, we examined patterns of 

habituation between subjects with high and low AS scores using simple slopes analysis (Aiken & 

West, 1991; Holmbeck, 2002), recoding our independent variable (ASI) into two separate 

variables representing high and low levels of ASI (1 SD above and below the mean, 
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respectively). Random coefficients models were then run incorporating time, the independent 

variable of interest (i.e. high or low AS), and the interaction between the two.  In both of these 

samples, AS was negatively associated with startle habituation (i.e. significant AS by time 

interaction), but subjects with lower AS showed steeper reductions in blink amplitude over the 

startle baseline period than those with high AS (see Figures 3 and 4). 

To follow up the significant AS by time by gender interaction detected in Sample 3, we 

first tested for an AS by time interaction in each gender separately. Results revealed that this 

interaction was significant in males (b = -.012, t = -3.16, p = .002), but not in females (b = .002, 

t = 1.00, p = .317).  Similar to the strategy we used to follow up significant interactions with our 

first two definitions of habituation, we followed up this significant AS by time interaction by 

looking at the effect of time in males one standard deviation above and below the mean of ASI 

(Aiken & West 1999; Holmbeck, 2002), running separate models for males and females.  While 

the rate of habituation in females with varying levels of AS was consistent (as shown in Figure 

5) (i.e. no difference in linear or quadratic slope between high and low ASI females), in males, 

high ASI scores were associated with a greater linear decrease in blink amplitudes over time (b = 

-.782, t = -5.60, p < .0001), than low ASI scores (b = -.461, t = -3.55, p < .001) (see Figure 6.)  

3.4. Effects of Broad NE 

 As AS was highly correlated with NE in all three samples (all Pearson r’s > .50), we 

examined the relationship between NE and habituation in all three samples.  Results from 

multiple regression analyses as well as random coefficients analyses indicated that NE was not 

predictive of startle habituation in any of the three samples (all p’s > .238).  Moreover, adding 

NE to our models with AS did not change the significant effect of AS in predicting startle 

habituation.  As such, it appears that abnormal startle habituation is specifically related to the 

construct of AS, and not simply associated with the larger factor of NE. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

The current study set out to examine the relationship between Anxiety Sensitivity, 

Neuroticism, and startle habituation.  Extant literature has demonstrated an association between 

these personality characteristics and the onset of many anxiety disorders (Hayward et al. 2000; 

McNally et al. 2002; Clark et al. 1995).  Additionally, individuals with anxiety disorders have 

been found to exhibit abnormal startle reactivity (Grillon, 2002) as well as deficits in startle 

habituation (Ludewig et al., 2005).  However, few studies have integrated these two literatures 

and examined the relationship between startle habituation and trait vulnerabilities for anxiety 

disorders.  

Results from this study indicated that levels of anxiety sensitivity are associated with 

startle habituation over time.  More specifically, individuals who were highly sensitive to 

anxiety-related sensations (i.e. high in ASI scores) were not as able to adapt to a repeated, 

aversive stimulus compared to those with lower levels of AS.  Additionally, this finding was 

replicated in three independent samples (although the finding was only found in males in Sample 

3). Neuroticism was not significantly associated with habituation in any of our analyses, 

suggesting that the failure to habituate is specific to anxiety and not general negative affectivity. 

This is particularly important given the assertion that AS’s association with panic may be 

accounted for by the shared variance between AS and traits like neuroticism (Lilienfeld, Turner, 

& Jacob, 1993). Additionally, we did not find any association between our personality measures 

and blink onset. 

This finding has key implications for our understanding of the development and 

maintenance of anxiety disorders. The way individuals respond to repeated stressful and aversive 

events is, essentially, at the heart of the etiology of most anxiety disorders. For example, an 

episode of panic would largely be considered a strongly aversive, stressful life event.  While as 
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many as 22.7% of people experience a panic attack at some point during their lives (Kessler, 

Chiu, Jin, Ruscio, Shear, & Walters, 2006), only a small subset (approximately 4.7% [NIMH]) of 

those people go on to develop Panic Disorder during their lifetimes.  What may separate those 

who develop PD from those who do not could be an ability to habituate to panic symptoms (or 

anxiety in general), as individuals who meet criteria for PD develop an intense, distressing fear 

of panic-related symptoms. Consequently, examining more basic processes illustrating this 

phenomenon, such as startle habituation, may provide crucial information related to those who 

may be more at risk for developing anxiety disorders.   

Relatedly, the relationship between certain personality traits (i.e. AS and NE) and the 

development of future anxiety disorders has been well-documented (Clark et al., 1994; Schmidt 

et al., 2006).  However, identifying the underlying processes and mechanisms behind this 

relationship allows us to gain a deeper understanding of why certain traits function as risk factors 

for anxiety.  The present findings provide evidence that one possible mechanism present in those 

most at risk for the development of anxiety disorders (i.e. those high in AS) is a deficit in 

habituation to aversive stimuli.   

Our findings highlight the need to determine the best definition for the construct of 

habituation, a core distinction that is crucial for research in this area to move forward.  Previous 

studies have used widely varying definitions of habituation (LaRowe et al. 2006; Roth et al. 

2001), but no studies to our knowledge have examined multiple definitions of habituation in 

order to determine which is the most valid and reliable.  The current study attempted to explore 

these differences in methodology by examining the association between anxiety sensitivity and 

three different definitions of startle habituation: raw habituation, percent change from first blink 

(PC), and individual slopes and patterns of responding using random coefficients modeling.  In 
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sum, results from our analysis of slopes were more consistent with the findings using our raw 

habituation change score than with our analyses using PC as our dependent variable. 

Notably, results from this study also revealed that the strength of the relationship between 

AS and startle habituation was somewhat dependent on the definition of habituation.  When 

habituation was defined as a change score (i.e. the difference in blink amplitude between the first 

and last blinks in the baseline period), our results were robust, showing significant relationships 

between habituation and ASI-3 scores in Samples 1 and 2.  Percent of first blink habituation (PC) 

was significantly associated with levels of anxiety sensitivity only in Sample 1.  Although future 

research is needed to confirm the most appropriate conceptual, methodological, and statistical 

way to examine habituation, our findings suggest that rather than rely solely on the first and last 

response in a given period, the best way to operationalize habituation may be one that 

incorporates an analysis of all of an individual’s startle response in order to map the trajectory of 

startle response over time.  

Results from our random coefficients modeling also revealed a significant quadratic 

effect, suggesting that habituation does not only occur in a linear direction, but rather 

significantly decelerates over time. Evaluating patterns of responding could shed light on the 

rates that people adapt to aversive stimuli, as well as if certain individuals show heightened 

responses.  For instance, previous animal literature describes the process of sensitization, or a 

sharp increase in physiological responding following the initial administration of an aversive 

stimulus (Groves and Thompson, 1970).  Based on previous findings from a multitude of animal 

and human studies (Szabo and Kolta, 1967; Groves and Thompson, 1970; Ornitz and Guthrie, 

1989), Groves and Thompson (1970) theorize that, when exposed to a novel stimulus, 

individuals respond with patterns of habituation as well as sensitization.  Additionally, these 

authors propose that sensitization occurs because of changes in the how aroused the subject is, 
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which is a dependent on the intensity and/or aversiveness of the stimulus.  As the stimulus is 

repeatedly presented, the process of sensitization wanes, and the subject most often proceeds to 

habituate to the stimulus (Groves and Thompson, 1970).  Habituation, in this context, appears to 

be entirely dependent on the process of sensitization, and as such should not be assumed only 

occurs in linear patterns.  Evaluating the process and influence of sensitization along with 

habituation, as well as personality correlates of deficits in sensitization, may be useful in our 

future understanding of the way humans process aversive stimuli. 

In our third sample, gender differences arose between startle habituation and anxiety 

sensitivity.  In all three of our definitions of habituation, we found that habituation did not vary 

as a function of anxiety sensitivity in females, but in males. Specifically, males with higher AS 

levels had less startle habituation.  There are several potential explanations for this finding.  First 

of all, men and women differed on ASI in Sample 3, but not Samples 1 and 2 (Samples 1 and 2: 

p’s > .254; Sample 3: p = .024, t = -2.29).  Additionally, Sample 3 had statistically greater 

variance in ASI compared to Sample 1 and Sample 2, which could also account for the 

significant gender interaction.  Future research is needed to determine more concretely whether 

there are gender differences in the relationship between ASI and startle habituation. 

 The current study has many strengths, including replication in three separate samples, the 

comparison of multiple definitions of habituation, and utilizing longitudinal statistical techniques 

to detect important differences in patterns of blink reactivity.  However, it also has several 

limitations.  First, while we did evaluate the relationship between startle habituation and 

personality in three separate samples, participants across studies were somewhat homogenous as 

they were all college students. Thus, the generalizability of our findings is limited.  Second, we 

did not screen for the presence of psychiatric disorders and it is unknown whether 

psychopathology played a significant role in the current findings.  Third, our baseline startle 
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period consisted of only 9 startle probes over the course of two and a half minutes, which may 

not be the most optimal, accurate way to measure habituation.  Future studies would benefit from 

measuring startle response, perhaps, over the course of multiple days.  Fourth, lab-based 

stressors, such as an acoustic startle probe, may not be ecologically valid and thus, future 

research is needed to determine whether there are differences in the relation between personality 

and habituation across more ‘real life’ aversive stimuli.  

 In conclusion, the present study was the first of our knowledge to examine the 

relationship between anxiety-related personality constructs and startle habituation, using multiple 

definitions of habituation. The current study adds to the literature in four important ways: 1) it is 

one of the few that has examined the relationship between personality predictors of anxious 

disorders (i.e. Anxiety Sensitivity and Neuroticism) and startle habituation during a baseline 

startle period; 2) we aimed to replicate these findings in three separate samples; 3) multiple 

definitions of habituation were used to explore important differences between operational 

methodologies; and 4) we employed sophisticated longitudinal analyses to detect changes in the 

pattern of responding over time, with the ability to detect linear or quadratic trends. Overall, our 

results indicate that anxiety sensitivity is associated with deficits in startle habituation and 

suggests that these deficits may underlie the relationship between personality traits and the onset 

of anxiety disorders. Future research utilizing a prospective design is needed to determine the 

temporal order of personality, deficits in habituation, and anxiety disorder onset.  Furthermore, it 

is imperative that, in the future, researchers do not limit their conceptualizations of startle 

habituation to a linear construct, as it appears to be a more complex phenomenon than a simple 

difference in responding from one stressful event to another.  
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Footnotes 

 1 We ran analyses examining for relationships between habituation and all three existing 

ASI measures: the original version of the ASI (Reiss et al., 1986), the ASI-R (Taylor & Cox, 

1998), and the ASI-3 (Taylor et al. 2007).  Our results were most consistent and robust using the 

most recent version of the ASI, the ASI-3.  We had similar (but not as strong) results when using 

the ASI-R. Of note, none of our analyses were significant using the ASI-O.   

2 We also examined the relationship between each of our personality variables and startle 

onset latency across each of the 9 blinks, using an analyses strategy identical to what was used 

when startle amplitude was our dependent variable.  However, none of these analyses yielded 

significant findings. 
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Figure 1. Hypothetical patterns of habituation. 
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Figure 2. Mean EMG amplitude for all three samples. 
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Figure 3.  Sample 1: ASI by linear time interaction. 
 

 
 
Note. Linear time effect for low ASI: b = -.664, t = -6.96, p < .0001; linear time effect for high 
ASI: b = -.548, t = -5.76, p < .0001. 
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Figure 4.  Sample 2: ASI by linear time interaction. 
 

 
 
Note. Linear time effect for low ASI: b = -1.32, t = -11.12, p < .0001; linear time effect for high 
ASI: b = -1.09, t = -9.20, p < .0001. 
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Figure 5. Sample 3: Non-significant ASI x linear time interaction in females. 
 

 
 
Note. Linear time effect for low ASI females: b = -.684, t = -5.78, p < .0001; linear time effect 
for high ASI females: b = -.615, t = -5.33, p < .0001. 
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Figure 6. Sample 3: Significant ASI x linear time interaction in males. 
 

 
 
Note. Linear time effect for low ASI males: b = -.461, t = -3.55, p < .001; linear time effect for 
high ASI males: b = -.782, t = -5.60, p < .0001. 
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Table 1. Demographics and personality characteristics within each sample. 
 

 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 

% Female 59.61 73.62 63.41 
Age 19.46 (2.23) 19.89 (2.80) 19.57 (1.81) 
ASI  18.69 (11.93)a 21.19 (9.50)a 18.85 (13.87)b 
NE 12.69 (7.66) 14.30 (7.42) 13.25 (8.21) 

Mean Blink Magnitude 60.54a (55.73)1 40.24b (30.26) 2 72.19a (54.56)1 

Blink 1 83.211 (72.94)a 

 
77.571 (56.64)a 102.802 (85.50)b 

 
Blink 9 43.141 (52.34)a 28.751 (34.72)b 

 
52.703 (52.17)c 

 
Ethnicity (%)    

African American 6.9 11.6 9.5 

Caucasian 34.5 40.6 37.3 

Asian 21.8 26.1 27.8 

Hispanic/Latino 29.9 14.5 18.3 

‘Other’ 6.9 7.2 7.1 

Note. Data are presented as % of the current sample or mean (SD), when appropriate; numerical 
superscripts indicate significant differences in means from the other two samples; alphabetical 
superscripts indicate significant different variances from the other two samples. 
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Table 2.  Results from linear regression analyses and random coefficients analyses in all three 
samples. 
 
 

 
 

Sample 1 
 

Sample 2 
 

Sample 3 
 

Regression - Raw  
 

 
 

 
 

Gender 
 

ß = -.097 
 

ß = .103 
 

ß = -.043 
 

ASI 
 

ß = -.234* 
 

ß = -.328* 
 

ß = .262 
 

Regression - PC 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Gender 
 

ß = -.068 
 

ß = .046 
 

ß = -.096 
 

ASI 
 

ß = -.248* 
 

ß = -.203 
 

ß = .268 
 

Random Coefficients 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Linear 
 

b = -.606** 
 

b = -1.21** 
 

b = -.663** 
 

Quadratic 
 

b = .029* 
 

b = .099** 
 

b = .034* 
 

Gender 
 

b = .990 
 

b = -.566 
 

b = 1.64* 
 

ASI 
 

b = -.001 
 

b = -.119* 
 

b = .046 
 

ASI*Time 
 

b = .005* 
 

b = .012** 
 

b = -.011* 
 

 
Note. *p < .05; **p < .01. 
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